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Introduction

The importance of records cannot be overstated. Records are a legal requirement, are vital in assisting with diagnoses, and facilitate treatment planning, patient comprehension and laboratory communication.\(^1\),\(^2\) The clinician has the choice between virtual or tangible records, which may include casts, a facebow, articulation and photographs.\(^3\),\(^4\) Accurately mounted diagnostic casts provide an immense amount of information for treatment and that information will have an impact on the final prosthodontic plan.\(^5\)

Just as the correct mounting of casts provides valuable information, so too does incorrect mounting provide inaccurate information. In addition, incorrect mounting may result in false diagnoses and possibly even altered treatment plans, based on errors in inter-arch space, occlusal contacts and force directions (Fig. 1).\(^5\)

Laboratory communication with the clinician remains an important aspect, yet this has been
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lacking. Without records, communication with the laboratory can be even more limited. Communication tools must be employed to provide information so that laboratory technicians can satisfy laboratory requisitions. Lack of information results in guesswork, assumptions and incorrect dental work that is ultimately returned to the dental laboratory.

_Branch_ MaxAlign

The MaxAlign application (Max; Whip Mix) is a communication tool for the clinician that captures essential patient information. It is a tablet-based technology that offers a unique set of records, enabling the accurate mounting of casts complete with a patient image. Max provides a calibrated photograph with clinical information and a novel technique for the mounting of casts. This case report will explore the effective use of Max to acquire clinical information that is vital for the laboratory, third-party insurance, the clinician and the patient.

_Clinical protocol_

A healthy 36-year-old female patient with a non-contributory medical history presented for consultation regarding elective anterior aesthetic treatment. Records consisted of alginate impressions using stock trays, which were poured in JADE STONE (Whip Mix), and utilisation of Max.

The Max app was downloaded onto a Samsung tablet (provided) and launched (Fig. 2). Patient information was input (Fig. 3). The tablet was positioned in the tablet clamps (provided) and the clamps were tightened to ensure a vertical orientation (Fig. 4). The tablet must be placed such that the Samsung logo is on the right, so
that the camera is located to the right. The patient was in the upright position, with the occlusal plane parallel to the floor, while the tablet was placed on the instrument delivery stand (Fig. 5). Max has anatomical guides for positioning: maxillary incisor midline and edge, location of orbits and inferior facial outline. The delivery stand was positioned close enough to the patient for her facial features to line up with the guides on Max (Fig. 6). Cheek retractors were employed to offer a clear view of the dentition (Fig. 6). Once the patient was in the correct position, the “arm auto capture” button was pressed. The tablet then captured a photograph, with a flash, of the patient (Fig. 7). Once the photograph has been taken, the clinician has the ability to maximise patient position by sizing or moving the image. The width of the central incisors can be selected from the boxes (Fig. 7). Once completed, the image is saved.

The next step is to verify occlusion. This was done with standard 8 µ shimstock while the patient is in maximum intercuspation (Fig. 8). The contacts were observed and input into the second Max screen (Fig. 9). This screen represents the quadrants of the dentition, and each box represents a tooth. In order to record occlusion, one touches the box that corresponds to the teeth contacting (Fig. 9).

The image and record of occlusion are saved and the operator has the option to exit the app or proceed with the laboratory component. If the mounting will be delegated to a laboratory, this concludes the clinical component of Max. The clinical information can then be e-mailed to the respective laboratory as a JPEG or PDF file. The laboratory would utilise the information according to the instructions in Max, as well as the peripherals, to mount a set of casts accurately (Fig. 10).
__Discussion__

Based on the records and examination, the following were determined: Class I occlusion, 20% overbite, 0/2 mm overjet, canine guidance and evidence of a parafunctional habit. The diagnosis included mildly discoloured anterior composites and bruxism. The patient was presented with several treatment plans, ranging from preoperative whitening followed by minimally invasive composite replacement to anterior porcelain veneers. An occlusal splint was also recommended. Although she was undecided on the treatment modality, the records obtained with Max provided valuable information for the clinician, the patient and third-party insurance. If treatment is to proceed, important information on occlusion, guidance and aesthetic determinants will be accurately conveyed to the laboratory.

Utilisation of the clinical component of Max provided a very simple approach to capturing the clinical data. The process was straightforward, the anatomical guides proved very useful and the record of occlusion provided additional crucial information that is often omitted. There were no software glitches or errors during operation. The patient also found the process extremely quick and comfortable.

Max has several safeguards to guarantee optimisation. There is a sensor to ensure it is properly positioned when taking the photograph of the patient. If it is not properly positioned, image capture will not occur. Calibration may be required in order to ensure that the sensor is correctly set. This is achieved by positioning the tablet vertically in the stand and then pressing the "calibrate sensor" button. The sensitivity of the positioning sensor may also be adjusted with the "adjust sensitivity" button. If the clinician has become frustrated and must take the image immediately, there is a "force capture" button that will override the sensor and take an image.

Future development may consider the option of saving the image in STL format. This would enable various output options and use with other digital image and design software.

__Conclusion__

Max provides a novel and innovative approach to the mounting of casts using a tablet, reinforcing the anatomical and aesthetic considerations when establishing a simulated patient case. The accurately mounted tangible casts provide substantial information for diagnostic and treatment planning, beneficial to dental students, new graduates and experienced clinicians.

Compared with traditional approaches, such as facebow transfer, Max provides an easy, efficient and accurate method for clinical information acquisition that has benefits for both the clinician and patient. Its ease of use would perhaps encourage clinicians to consider utilising Max as a vehicle for obtaining crucial clinical data. This would enable greater overall communication, improved success in prosthesis fabrication, and a more satisfying experience for the patient and clinician.

__Editorial note:__ A list of references is available from the publisher.
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